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1 ZZ-BIDDING 

1.1 IN GENERAL 
WHAT IS ZZ-BIDDING? 
 
Zz-bidding is the name of our specialised relay bidding structure, aiming at full disclosure of SE by 
means of a total relay concept. References to it may be ”zz-bidding”, “zz-relay”, “FGR” or “IZR”.  
 
Zz-relay is a common name for the FGR and the IZR bid.  
 
The FGR is a FG relay while the IZR is only G/T+. After a positive response to the IZR, i.e. one that 
shows extra strength, we will continue w/ FG zz-bidding. After a response that doesn’t show extra 
strength 1 step by CA is often a FGR but may also be yet another IZR, other continuations are most 
often suggestions to play. The IZR sequences are all defined in detail and seldom standardised. 
 
In zz-bidding CA always has the choice between making the zz-relay or breaking out of zz-bidding. If 
he breaks SE may, in rare cases, re-steer into zz-bidding, obviously only w/ huge extra strength. 
 
 
THE CHRONOLOGY OF A NORMAL RELAY SEQUENCE 
 
Phase 1  SE shows a rough estimate of his strength and distribution (sometimes this is already 

done before the first zz-relay bid is made, as after a 1M Ob) 
Phase 2  Then SE shows his entire distribution (and sometimes narrows his HCP-interval) 
Phase 3  Then his exact strength (in ”zz” points) 
Phase 4  Then even or odd no of aces followed by even or odd no of kings (AEO + KEO)  
Phase 5  And finally the exact honour location (JVCB) 
 
Responses during phase 1 & 2 vary according to circumstances, but often specialised distributional 
“schemes” are used and these are described in this chapter. Phase 1 and 2 are often not 
distinguishable from each other. 
 
During phase 3-5 the method of responding is totally standardised and described in this chapter. 
 
 
SYMMETRY AND “MIN 2 STEP”-PRINCIPLE 
 
Most early stages are symmetrically built. Often they are designed like this 
1 step A group of distributions w/ weak strength 
2 step An atypical (group of) hand(s). On the next round this step is often divided symmetrically! 
3 step- Zoom w/ the same distributions as 1 step but w/ more strength 
 
Sometimes there is no “atypical” hand to put under step 2. We have just weak and strong hands with 
the same, or almost the same, distributions. To put weak hands under step 1 and zoom w/ strong 
hands would not be good, weak hands normally need to come out earlier. Instead we use the ”Min 2 
step”-principle where  1 step = Min, step 2-  2 steps = Min step 1  3 steps- = Max, zoom 
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1.2 STRENGTH 
In addition to normal HCP we also use zz. These are the zz-values: 
 
A   = 3 zz    K   = 2 zz   Q   = 1 zz 
Singleton A = 3 zz   Singleton K = 1 zz   Singleton Q = 0 zz 
 
Normally you limit your zz-strength early in the bidding. Later, when the DIST is fully known, CA 
relays for the exact no of zz and then the 1 step response, “the min-step”, shows the lowest possible 
no of zz, 2 steps one more zz than that and so on. However, if SE’s zz-interval is at least 5 zz step 1, 
the min-step, contains 2 zz.  
 
Exception 1  For RE to a 1♣ opening. When he shows 8- zz there is no min-step because of our 

great combined strength.  
 
Exception 2  When 3♠ and 3NT show the same distribution but different no of zz they switch, 

making 3♠ showing the higher no of zz. This also applies in FC. 
 
 
CONNECTION ZZ – HCP 
 
We have assigned certain min and max no of zz for different HCP ranges. You have to upgrade or 
downgrade your HCP when the assigned no of zz doesn’t fit. 
 

10-11p  5 -   7 zz    
12p   6 -   8 zz 
13p   6 -   9 zz   
14p   7 -   9 zz  
15p   8 - 10 zz 
16p   9 - 11 zz 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
17p   9 - 12 zz   
18p          10 - 12 zz   
19p       11 - 13 zz   
20-21p      12 - 14 zz  

 
A way of remembering the table above the line is to memorise these three principles: 
 

• It starts w/ 10p and 5-7 zz (10p = lowest hcp allowed for our weakest constructive Ob)  
• Every specific HCP has a specific zz-range, except for 10-11 and 20-21p that “share” 
• Rule of 6-9-12: For each row in the table (i.e for each specific hcp except 10/11 and 

20/21) both the min and max zz-value increases w/ 1 zz, except for 6, 9 and 12 
 
Sometimes a specific HCP may be treated as both min and max (as after a 1♦ Ob where 13 may be 
11-13 or 13-15). Then you always treat your hand as a min hand when you have the lowest possible 
no of zz for that specific no of HCP, and vice versa. 
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1.3 WHICH BID IS THE ZZ-RELAY? 
In zz-bidding the nearest bid is normally the zz-relay. Some bids are not zz-relays even though they 
are the nearest bids. They are instead to play. These exceptions are: 
 
1. 6NT and higher 
2. Game in SE’s 6+ suit 
3. Slam in SE’s 5+ suit 
4. 3NT 
 
When the nearest bid is to play, the next step instead becomes the zz-relay (except for 6NT+). 
 
 
EXCEPTIONS FROM EXCEPTIONS  
 
 3NT is still a zz-relay when: 
 

1. Long M holding (regardless of whether CA made an FGR or IZR) 
a) SE has a 6+M 
b) or SE has at least 55 in majors 
c) or we have a known 8+ M fit  
 

2. Excessive strength 
a) RE after a 1♣ Ob shows 8- zz 
 

3. Rough estimate of distribution already known and SE has good news  
• When SE in 4* scheme has either shown (4333) or have specified the 2* suit 

or in another scheme has specified his longest suit and SHO (or SHO-denial) 
• and CA then makes an FGR 
• and SE then shows either void in his short suit or extra zz-strength 
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1.4 ZOOM 
W/ the highest response to a zz-relay you also respond to the next one, that is zoom. However, it 
must exist a limit for how high you may bid. This limit is called the “zoom-limit” and it is: 

Over IZR: Never zoom past 3NT  
Over FGR:  When SHO (or denial of SHO) was not known  Zoom-limit 3NT  

Else: After a 1 level relay      Zoom-limit 3NT 
After a 2 level relay      Zoom-limit 4NT 
After a 3 level relay      Zoom-limit 5NT 
After a 4 level relay      Zoom-limit 6♣ 
After a 5 level relay      Zoom-limit 6NT 
After a 6 level relay       Zoom-limit 7♣ 

 
EXCEPTIONS 
* From any limit  W/ sufficient strength you may always break these rules and zoom above. 

If your zz-strength is not yet resolved and you make such a break you may 
never have only min-step zz-strength. There is now no new zoom-limit.  

* From the 4NT limit 1M Ob, where we only zoom up to 4Os (n.b. a decrease of allowed zoom) 
* From the 3NT limit You may zoom above 3NT if 

1. One of the rules that make 3NT a zz-relay (see 3.3) applies. If you zoom 
above 3NT based upon long M-holding your new zoom-limit is 4 in your 
(lowest) 5+M, else no new zoom-limit exists.  
 

 
PROBLEMS W/ THE 3NT LIMIT 
What do you do w/ a hand that would have bid past the 3NT zoom-limit if it weren’t there? There are 
different situations and we will describe 5 enlightening cases. Basically we use FC on most frequent 
distributions if there is room for it, otherwise not and we stack the last distributions together in 3NT.  
CASE 1.  The no. of steps is  one more than  the no. of distributions 
CASE 2.  The no. of steps is  the same as  the no. of distributions 
CASE 3   The no. of steps is  one less than the no. of distributions 
CASE 4.  The no. of steps is  two less than  the no. of distributions 
CASE 5.  Only zz is in doubt:  2 zz on weakest step, else get 1 zz, strongest gets the rest if needed 

CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4  
2♣ 2♦  P 1♣ 2♣ 2♦  2♦ 2♥     
2♥ 2♠    2♠ 2NT  2N

T 
3♣     

3♦ 3145 FC         
3♥ 3145 FC 3♥ 4315       
3♠ 2146 3♠ 4405 3♠ 3316     
3NT 3046 3N

T 
4306 3N

T 
(32)17/3307 3N

T 
3361/(32)71/ 3370   

• When you have sufficient strength and break the 3NT limit by bidding on the 4-level you follow 
normal rules. Ex: in case 4 a 4♣ bid would show 3361 w/ low FC, 4♦ 3361 high FC etc. 

• Over the multi-meaning bids (as 3NT in case 3) you bid the next free step as FGR to which 
partner responds w/ NUMB and FC as usual.  

• “Sufficient strength” as basis for breaking a zoom-limit may be used only when no other reason is 
applicable. I.e. bids above the zoom-limit should first be interpreted as based upon another 
reason than “sufficient strength”. W/ the latter you make your normal bid and hope for the best. 

 
PROBLEMS W/ HIGHER ZOOM LIMITS 
A hand that would have bid past the zoom-limit if it weren’t there just stops at the Zoom-limit. 
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1.5 DISTRIBUTION 

1.5.1 IN GENERAL 
SCHEMES In the distributional phase we strive to use as many schemes as possible. W/ a scheme 

we mean a step-oriented structure that aims at being applicable in more than one 
situation. An example of when we use schemes is after 1♣-1♠+ (unbal FG response). 

 
SPECIALISED SEQUENCES 
   In some situations we have chosen to use a specialised sequence, i.e. w/o using a 

scheme. The reason for this is either, as after 1♣-1♥ (bal FG response), that we aim at 
maximum efficiency (which normally is contradictory to standardised schemes), or that 
the situation is so unusual that a reasonable solution cannot be used anywhere else. 

1.5.2 IMPOSSIBLE HANDS 

FREAKS 
 
We do not show 11+ cards in two suits, nor longer suits than 7. Because of this we must repaint 
some distributions., like this: 
  
(6511)   as  (5521)/(6421) 
(6520)   as  (5530)/(6430) 
(7411)   as  (6421)/(7321) 
(7420)   as  (6430)/(7330) 
(8221)/(8311) as   (7321) 
(8320)    as   (7330) 
 
When we repaint and have a choice which SHO to show the choice is free. Recommendations are 
that SING honours are shown as 2* suits and that we try to show true length in majors. 
 
 
7321 
 
We never specify 2* and 3* in (7321) after SING is known (e.g. 2731 and 3721 are the same 
distribution in zz-bidding). 
 
 
IMPOSSIBLE STEPS  
 
It may occur that due to specific conditions a distribution that normally would exist in a situation 
becomes impossible. Such a distribution is then eliminated from the current response structure and 
all higher steps are consequently moved down one step. 
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1.5.3 NUMBER 
When SE gives his last piece of distributional information he does so according to NUMB. 
NUMB means that you arrange your suits in descending suit length order, e.g. 4243 becomes (4432). 
The lower the number the lower the bid. I.e.: (4333) (fourthousandthreehundred and thirtythree) 
comes ahead of (4432). When two or more distributions have the same number, for example 3244 
and 2344, the lower unarranged number comes first. In this case 2344 (twothousand threehundred 
and fourtyfour).  
 

This means: we bid long features in ascending order and short features in descending order! 
 
NUMB applies both in schemes and in specified sequences.  
 
As can be seen later on NUMB is in fact not only used for the last piece of distributional information 
but sometimes also at earlier stages, but then not as a rule but merely as a good method to use.  

1.5.4 FC 
FC stands for ”Frequency considerations”. It’s a method that enables us to zoom out our zz-strength 
earlier on more frequent distributions than on less frequent ones. It’s a modification of NUMB, i.e. if 
NUMB applies then FC may apply, if NUMB doesn’t then FC doesn’t. However, it only applies when 
NUMB is used for the last piece of distributional information. 
 
Since it is tedious to learn exact frequencies for various distributions we instead add 1 ”level” for each 
of the following four criteria a distribution meets (each criterion met means the distribution is less 
probable). 
 
  1. Void   2. 7* suit   3. 10 cards in 2 suits   
  
With none of the above criteria met the distribution belongs to FC level 0, w/ one it belongs to FC 
level 1 etc.  
• FC level 0  Bal hands, (4441), (5422), (5431), (6322), (6331)  
• FC level 1  (5440), (5521), (6421), (7222)  
• FC level 2  (5530), (6430), (7321) 
• FC level 3  (7330) 
 
We use FC where a distribution belongs to a lower level than the next distribution (numerically) does. 
We give the more frequent distribution 2 steps, where one step shows the two (always 2) lowest zz. 
E.g. SE has shown 7-11 zz. Now 1 step will be 7-8 zz and 2 steps 9-11.  
• If SE has shown a 2 zz interval each step of course consists of 1 zz  
• If SE has shown a 1 zz interval FC will not be used 
 
 
Exceptions: 
 
• When (5440) comes ahead of (5530) in 5+ scheme it gets only one step. But when it comes 

ahead of (6430) it gets FC since then we have more space. Ex: in 5+ scheme w/ long ♣ step 3+ 
4045 gets FC before 4036 (5035 is not possible when having shown long ♣). 

• Zooming rules take precedence over FC-rules, cf. zoom-chapter (i.e. we skip FC if there is not 
room enough because of rules for how high you are allowed to zoom) 
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1.5.5 DISTRIBUTIONAL SCHEMES 
Normally we use NUMB-like logic for our schemes. I.e. we bid length from below and SHO from 
above. However, there are two general exceptions: 
• W/ (5440) we show highest 4* suit first (else we would risk to miss a 4-4 fit in a M) 
• W/ 55 we show highest suit first 

1.5.5.1 1-SUITER SCHEME  

Used when SE has shown a 6+ suit w/o side suit. 1 step = no SHO, 2- steps = SHO from above. 

1.5.5.2 2-SUITER SCHEMES 

2-SUITER SCHEME  
 
The 2-suiter scheme is used when SE showed 
• a 5*(+) suit 
• and 4* in another suit 
• and 3*(+) is possible in both the other suits 
 
1 step  High SHO  
2 steps  (5422) 
3 steps-  Low SHO 
 
 
 
1-0-2 SCHEME 
 
This is also for 2-suiters. The difference is that SE has denied 3 or more cards in a third suit. The first 
bid by SE just relates to this 3rd suit w/ 1 step as 1*, 2 steps as void and 3- steps as 2*.  

1.5.5.3 4* SCHEME 

This is used when SE has no SHO and only 4* and 3* suits, i.e. (4333) or (4432). 
1 step  A 2*M, then     
   1 step  2*♠    
   2- steps  2*♥ 
2 steps   Any (4333) 
3 steps   2*♦ 
4 steps-  2*♣ 
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1.5.5.4 10* SCHEME 

The 10* scheme is used when SE shows 10* in two suits w/ the long suits initially shown as 
distributed 64/55. The scheme is used both when a void is possible and when it is not. That only 
decides how the last stage in the scheme is resolved. 
 
The following four stages of the 10* scheme exist (in a chronological order): 
1. Show long suit 
2. Show which side suit you have 
3. Show 55 (1 step) or 64 (2- steps) 
4. Show SHO according to below  
(Often one or more of stages 1, 2, 3 are dismissed since that information is already known.) 
 
Stage 4 is showed like this 
 1  step  High SHO 
 2- steps  Low SHO (as 1 step but direct zoom)      
  
An exception: When your 1st suit is ♥ and you may have any side suit you separate 55 and 64 w/ ♦ 
directly. The reason for this is that the next step, long ♥ w/ ♠ as side suit, must be 6♥4♠ and 
consequently will zoom out directly. I.e.: 

1 step  55/64 in ♥+♣ 
2 steps  55 in ♥+♦ 
3 steps  64 in ♥+♦ 
4 steps-  46 in majors 

1.5.5.5 5+ SCHEME 

The 5+ scheme is used when SE has shown a specific 5+ suit, but nothing else about distribution.  
 
1 step  No SHO, then: 
   1 step  (5332) 
   2 steps  (6322)/(7222) (1-suiter w/o SHO) 
   3+ steps  (5422) 
2 steps  (6421), (5521) 10* scheme 
3 steps  High SHO, but denies distributions eligible for step 2, as does all higher bids 
4 steps  Middle SHO 
5 steps-  Low SHO 
 
After steps 3+ (SHO and 5+suit known) 
 
   LONG SUIT IS A MINOR  LONG SUIT IS A MAJOR 
1 step  Low side suit    Low side suit 
2 steps  1-suiter      High side suit – exactly 5431 
3 steps  High side suit (w/ zoom)  High side suit - other distributions (void in SHO suit) 
4 steps  ---       1-suiter (w/ zoom) 
If the long suit is a M and step 2-3 are 3♠-3NT they switch. Now 3NT will be a zz-relay over 3♠ if the 
prerequisites for that apply. For simplicity this switch is always made, just as the 3♠/NT zz-switch. 
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1.6 AEO AND KEO 
After we know the exact no of zz we will (R) to find out if SE has an even or odd no of aces (AEO) (of 
course not when we have shown 0-2 zz). In response 1 step shows an even number, while 2+ steps 
shows an odd number.  
 
When SE has at least 2 zz outside the aces the next step after AEO is KEO. SE shows if he has an 
even (1 step) or odd (2- steps) no of Kings.  

1.7 JVCB 
When CA has relayed for exact no of zz and AEO/KEO the next relay requests JVCB. 
 
The first thing SE does is to determine what level of JVCB applies. The levels are:  

1. K-values in 4+ suits 
2. A and Q-values in 5+ suits  (if the relay bid is 5♣+ we don’t show A´s anymore)  
3. K-values in 2-3 card suits   
4. A and Q-values in 1-4 card suits (if the relay bid is 5♣+ we don’t show A´s anymore)  
5. J-values  
6. SING J   

On each level SE’s longest (lowest if equal length) comes first and then next longest etc. 
 
Note: The zz-value of a SING K/Q is 1 step below its normal value. E.g. a SING Q = J-value.  
 
JVCB starts at level 1. It advances to level 2 when SE has shown all K-values in 4+ suits, etc.  
 
We have two different methods for showing our JVCB-cards: 

K+J-method: Zoom if you have it, stop to deny it 
A/Q-method: Zoom if you have either the A or the Q but not both, else stop 

 
When SE has shown his exact no of zz and AEO + KEO we assume CA knows SE’s exact zz-
structure, i.e. how many of each kind he has: how many aces, how many kings and how many 
queens. N.b. CA may actually not know this for sure but we assume he does. 
 
This rule has a very important consequence for the next phase, i.e. the JVCB-phase, in which  
  SE never shows something that CA is assumed to know, which means 
 
1. If SE has no kings left to show he skips the K-showing levels 
2. If SE has no queens or aces left he skips the A/Q-levels 
3. If SE has no queens left but he has aces (or vice versa) he does nothing (A/Q-method is OK) 
4. If SE has all kings that are left to show he skips the K-showing levels 
5. If SE has all aces and queens that are left to show he skips the A/Q-levels 
6. If SE has all aces that are left and also some but not all queens (or vice versa) he skips the kind 

he can’t have and shows the other kind according to the K+J-method 
7. When there are no unknown cards in a suit it ceases to exist for JVCB purposes (e.g. a void suit 

or a SING H that has been shown or a KQ that has been shown in a 2* suit) 
8. We never explicitly show zz-values (level 1-4) in the last suit where we have unknown cards. The 

reason is that it will already be known for the CA. N.b. that a K-value cannot exist in a SING suit 
since a SING K is counted as 1 zz, but a Q-value can and it is of course the SING K. 
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1.8 BREAKS BY CA 
When we are in zz-bidding and CA chooses not to make the zz-relay, it means that he makes a 
break. The meaning of the break depends on the circumstances.  

1.8.1 WHEN LOWEST NON-RELAY BID IS < 3♠  

1.8.1.1 NATURAL BREAKS  

If - taking the special breaks (as defined below) into account - the lowest non-relay bid is below 3♠, 
the breaks are natural and no E.S. exist. W/ “natural” we mean: 
 
2/3/4NT   2/3NT is nat and 4NT is RKC for RE’s longest suit.  
 
JUMP GAME A jump to game is just to play. However, a jump to 5M is a nat S/T (probably you 

never bid this, you will continue w zz-bidding instead).  
 
ELSE 3s  Nat, looking for Nat bidding. 
 
4m    4m sets trumps. 

1.8.1.2 SPECIAL BREAKS  

The special breaks consist of two types (type 1 always takes precedence before type 2): 
1. Specified special breaks (i.e. explicitly defined in the description of the relevant sequence) 
2. General special breaks (defined below) 
 
EXCEPTION  After 1M - 2♣; Bid:   Here we don’t use either NT-POS or GWB. Instead step 2-4, if 
they are below 3NT, shows a suit of your own and they are shown logically! 
 
Ex: 1♠-2♣;2NT (8+zz and any 5521/6421) 
   3♣  Relay 
   3♦  long ♦ 
   3♥  long  ♥ 
   3♠  long  ♣ 
 
The remainder of this chapter will deal only w/ breaks of type 2, which has two sub-types:  NT-POS 
and GWB.  
 
 
NT-POSITIONING (NT-POS) 
 
If SE’s last bid was 2♥ (n.b. it is 2♠+ when the other special break, the GWB, applies) 2♠ will of 
course be FGR. But if we haven’t bid NT yet 2NT is the same as 2♠ but serves to get the right hand 
as declarer in NT.  
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GWB – GENERAL WEAK BREAK 
 
 
WHY   On low levels CA will sometimes be afraid to make a zz-relay since he may get a 

high response above 3NT (or whatever safety level he believes there is). The 
natural breaks available will not always be sufficient, e.g. extra length in such an 
available suit may from captain’s point of view not be the issue in question.  

 
 
HOW   CA bids 2 steps (1 step is the FGR) which means that he is too weak to continue 

relay but that he is still interested in what SE has. SE continues showing his hand 
but does not bid above 3NT except when he has sufficient length/strength for that. 

 
 
WHEN    In all zz-bidding when SE’s last bid was 2♠-3♣. 
 
 
EXCEPTION  1.  GWB doesn’t apply when the relevant distributions are optimally organised 

from a usefulness point of view. E.g. assume that 2♠ shows either 4153 or 
4054 (i.e. 0* or 1* in the shortest suit). Now CA can’t be ”afraid” of 4054, which 
must be good news. To simplify the matter this situation (w/ SE showing either 
0* or 1* in his shortest suit) is the only one that is covered by this exception. 
Note: it is not just (5431) vs. (5440), also (6421) vs. (6430) etc.  

 
BIDDING  SE shows interesting features w/o bypassing 3NT. This means that the meaning of 

his bids depends on the circumstances. The following order of priority is used. 
1. Show SHO according to LO-SHO if you can have a SHO. 
2. If the GWB is as high as 3♥ (so that CA can’t bid 3♥ as a nat F) and SE’s 

length in majors is not clarified he does that (in a LO way). E.g. after 1♣-1♥; 
1♠-3♣ (5♣4M); 3♥ (GWB) 3♠ by SE now shows 4*♠ and 3NT 4*♥. 

3. Bids are stopper related. An example (where 2NT denies SHO): 
2♣ 2♦ 
2NT 3♦ (GWB) 
3M Stopper (bid 3NT w/ stopper in both majors)  

 
HIGHER BIDS Bids above 3NT are nat w/ normally extra length  

A bid in a known SHO suit shows a S/T w/ a void.  
Occasionally bids above 3NT may be made w/ just extra strength but then SE must 
make sure of picking a bid that doesn’t imply extra length he doesn’t have.  

 
 
CONTINUAT. The bidding continues according to general principles, i.e. normally natural but if for 

instance LO-SHO rules dictates something you bid according to that. 
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1.8.2 WHEN 3♠+ IS LOWEST NON-RELAY BID 
If, taking the special breaks (as defined above) into account, the lowest non-relay bid is 3♠ or higher 
we use 4♦ as an end-signal and other bids as Nat S/T. After the end-signal you usually accept with 
4♥ which is followed by a pass or correction to the final contract. You may break the puppet with 
substantial extras, see below. 
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1.9 BREAKS BY SE  
When CA makes a bid apparently intended to s/o, SE may, for two reasons, not be happy with this 
choice of his partner and may instead make a break. These two reasons are 
• he wants to improve the choice of game 
• he wants to invite slam despite CA’s intention to finish the bidding below slam 
 
SE makes this break by using  
• a nat bid 
• or a conventional reply according to the rules for STRB (see below)  
 
When SE wants to improve the choice of games he always uses the first method, i.e. bids a nat bid. 
When he wants to invite slam both methods come into consideration.  

1.9.1 WHAT KIND OF BREAK  
CA DID NOT ASK FOR ALL OF SE’S DISTRIBUTION 
 
Now breaks by SE are nat. Extra length is shown natural while a bid in a short suit shows a void. 

 
 
CA DID ASK FOR ALL OF SE’S DISTRIBUTION 
 
If SE has shown great distribution natural breaks are allowed in his long suits. Great distribution and 
long suits are defined like this: 

• SE has shown 55/64 and bids a 4+ suit 
• SE bids a 6+ suit 

 
All other breaks are STRB. 

 
 
A NAT BREAK THAT IS A S/T 
 
If a natural break unnecessarily raises the level, it is at the same time a S/T.  
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1.9.2 THE STRENGTH BREAK - STRB 
When CA signs off (nat or E.S.) SE may have substantial extra values. He may then make a strength 
break, STRB, in certain situations (see above). The scheme for a STRB works like this (excluding the 
conditional 1 step reply to an E.S. and the nat breaks described above):  
 
1 step  SE believes there is a good chance to play slam anyway 
2 steps-  SE is almost certain there is a slam (or if that isn’t possible as good hand as possible) 

and bids on as if CA’s s/o was a normal zz-relay 
 
STRB is not allowed when SE would have responded one step to a zz-relay for zz-strength, if such a 
question had been made. This means that the normal min-step is excluded from zz-showing. 
 
 
CAPTAIN’S REBID 
 
SE has made a strength break, either 1 step or 2+ steps. Now there are two different cases: 
 
1. CA made an E.S. 
Now SE cannot know in which strain CA intended to s/o.  
CA uses the lowest of 4NT and the lowest suit in which SE hasn’t promised 4+ length as 
zz-relay. Else is s/o. 
 
2. CA made a nat s/o 
Now SE knows which strain CA intended to play in. A rebid by CA in this strain is a new s/o. Else 1 
step is the zz-relay. The rest is of course also s/o. 
If CA continues w/ zz-bidding the same s/o rules apply; i.e. 1 step is a zz-relay as long it isn’t in this 
known s/o-suit. 


